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     17 June 2021 
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By email: steel@act.gov.au 

 

SUN GLARE AND TRAFFIC LIGHT VISIBILITY 

Dear Mr Steel, 

Recently, traffic lights have been installed at the intersection of Belconnen Way and Springvale Drive at 

the junction of the three suburbs, Hawker, Page and Weetangera but are not yet operative.   Belconnen 

Way is long renowned for its alignment running more or less in a westward direction from the city.  This 

creates a problem in the afternoon peak hour of vehicles driving directly into the setting sun, thus 

affecting the driver’s vision and potentially dazzling drivers to the point where traffic lights, people and 

other vehicles are difficult to see.  Friends of Hawker Village (FoHV), therefore, seek reassurance that 

these issues on Springvale Drive/Belconnen Way have been fully considered by the Government and 

appropriate strategies adopted. 

Our concern is that the intersection of Springvale Drive and Belconnen Way is potentially a hazardous 

site for placement of traffic lights as the East-West orientation is combined with an upward incline of 

the road approaching the lights.  This could produce a situation where anyone driving west near sunset 

may not be able to see the traffic lights and, hence, stop if they are required to do so.  FoHV understand 

that there are various ways of addressing difficulties in seeing traffic lights, including angling of traffic 

lights, placement of louvres on the traffic lights to minimize sun glare and use of particular diodes to 

counter the effects of bright sun light. 

An outline of the analysis undertaken in respect of these lights and the strategies that have been 

adopted to provide for maximum safety, if needed, would be appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

18 June 2021 
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